Your Work Matters to God
Sue Bohlin

Sue Bohlin helps us look at work from a biblical perspective. If we apply a
Christian worldview to our concept of work, it takes on greater significance within
the kingdom of God.
This article is also available in Spanish.
Many Christians hold a decidedly unbiblical view of work. Some view it as a curse,
or at least as part of the curse of living in a fallen world. Others make a false
distinction between what they perceive as the sacred—serving God—and the
secular—everything else. And others make it into an idol, expecting it to provide
them with their identity and purpose in life as well as being a source of joy and
fulfillment that only God can provide.

In their excellent book Your Work
Matters to God,{1} Doug Sherman and
William Hendricks expose the wrong
ways of thinking about work, and
explain how God invests work with
intrinsic value and honor. Rick Warren
echoes this idea in his blockbuster The
Purpose Driven Life when he writes,
“Work becomes worship when you
dedicate it to God and perform it with
an awareness of his presence.”{2}

First, let’s explore some faulty views of work: the secular view, some
inappropriate hierarchies that affect how we view work, and work as merely a
platform for doing evangelism.
Those who hold a secular view of work believe that life is divided into two
disconnected parts. God is in one spiritual dimension and work is in the other real
dimension, and the two have nothing to do with each other. God stays in His
corner of the universe while I go to work and live my life, and these different
realms never interact.
One problem with this secular view is that it sets us up for disappointment. If you
leave God out of the picture, you’ll have to get your sense of importance,

fulfillment and reward from someplace else: work. Work is the answer to the
question, “Who am I, and why am I important?” That is a very shaky
foundation—because what happens if you lose your job? You’re suddenly a
“nobody,” and you are not important because you are not employed.
The secular view of work tends to make an idol of career. Career becomes the
number one priority in your life. Your relationship with God takes a back seat,
family takes a back seat, even your relationship with other people takes a back
seat to work. Everything gets filtered through the question, “What impact will this
have on my career?”
The secular view of work leaves God out of the system. This is particularly
unacceptable for Christians, because God calls us to make Him the center of our
life.{3} He wants us to have a biblical worldview that weaves Him into every
aspect of our lives, including work. He wants to be invited into our work; He
wants to be Lord of our work.{4}

Inappropriate
Hierarchies:
Temporal/Eternal

Soul/Body,

In this article, we’re examining some faulty views of work. One comes from
believing that the soul matters more than the body. We can wrongly believe that
God only cares about our soul, and our bodies don’t really matter. The body is not
important, we can think: it is only temporal, and it will fade and die. But if that
view were true, then why did God make a physical universe? Why did He put
Adam and Eve in the garden to cultivate and keep it? He didn’t charge them with,
“Go and make disciples of all nations which aren’t in existence yet, but they will
be as soon as you guys go off and start making babies.” No, He said, “Here’s the
garden, now cultivate it.” He gave them a job to do that had nothing to do with
evangelism or church work. There is something important about our bodies, and
God is honored by work that honors and cares for the body—which, after all, is
His good creation.

Another wrong way of thinking is to value the eternal over the temporal so much
that we believe only eternal things matter. Some people believe that if you work
for things that won’t last into eternity—jobs like roofing and party planning and
advertising—you’re wasting your time. This wrong thinking needs to be countered
by the truth that God created two sides to reality, the temporal and the eternal.
The natural universe God made is very real, just as real as the supernatural
universe. Asking which one is real and important is like asking which is real, our
nine months in our mother’s womb or life after birth? They are both real; they are
both necessary. We have to go through one to get to the other.
Those things we do and make on earth DO have value, given the category they
were made for: time. It’s okay for things to have simply temporal value, since God
chose for us to live in time before we live in eternity. Our work counts in both
time and eternity because God is looking for faithfulness now, and the only way to
demonstrate faithfulness is within this physical world. Spiritual needs are
important, of course, but first physical needs need to be met. Try sharing the
gospel with someone who hasn’t eaten in three days! Some needs are temporal,
and those needs must be met. So God equips people with abilities to meet the
needs of His creation. In meeting the legitimate physical, temporal needs of
people, our work serves people, and people have eternal value because God loves
us and made us in His image.

The Sacred/Spiritual Dichotomy; Work as a
Platform for Evangelism
Another faulty view of work comes from believing that spiritual, sacred things are
far more important than physical, secular things. REAL work, people can think, is
serving God in full-time Christian service, and then there’s everything else
running a very poor second. This can induce us to think either too highly of
ourselves or too lowly of ourselves. We can think, “Real work is serving God, and
then there’s what others do” (which sets us up for condescension), or “Real work

is serving God, and then there’s what I have to do” (which sets us up for false
guilt and a sense of “missing it”).
It’s an improper way to view life as divided between the sacred and the secular.
ALL of life relates to God and is sacred, whether we’re making a business
presentation or changing soiled diapers or leading someone to faith in Christ. It’s
unwise to think there are sacred things we do and there are secular things we do.
It all depends on what’s going on in our hearts. You can engage in what looks like
holy activity like prayer and Bible study with a dark, self-centered, unforgiving
spirit. Remember the Pharisees? And on the other hand, you can work at a job in
a very secular atmosphere where the conversation is littered with profanity, the
work is slipshod, the politics are wearisome, and yet like Daniel or Joseph in the
Old Testament you can keep your own conversation pure and your behavior above
reproach. You can bring honor and glory to God in a very worldly environment.
God does not want us to do holy things, He wants us to be holy people.
A final faulty view of work sees it only as a platform for doing evangelism. If every
interaction doesn’t lead to an opportunity to share the gospel, one is a failure.
Evangelism should be a priority, true, but not our only priority. Life is broader
than evangelism. In Ephesians 1, Paul says three times that God made us, not for
evangelism, but to live to the praise of His glory.{5} Instead of concentrating only
on evangelism, we need to concentrate on living a life that honors God and loves
people. That is far more winsome than all the evangelistic strategies in the world.
Besides, if work is only a platform for evangelism, it devalues the work itself, and
this view of work is too narrow and unfulfilling.
Next we’ll examine at how God wants us to look at work. You might be quite
surprised!

How God Wants Us to See Work
So far, we have discussed faulty views of work, but how does God want us to see
it? Here’s a startling thought: we actually work for God Himself! Consider
Ephesians 6:5-8, which Paul writes to slaves but which we can apply to
employees:
Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of
heart, just as you would obey Christ. Obey them not only to win their favor
when their eye is on you, but like slaves of Christ, doing the will of God from
your heart. Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the Lord, not men,
because you know that the Lord will reward everyone for whatever good he
does, whether he is slave or free.
It’s helpful to envision that behind every employer stands the Lord Jesus. He sees
everything we do, and He appreciates it and will reward us, regardless of the type
of work we do. I learned this lesson one day when I was cleaning the grungy
bathtub of a family that wouldn’t notice and would never acknowledge or thank
me even if they did. I was getting madder by the minute, throwing myself a pity
party, when the Lord broke into my thoughts. He quietly said, “I see you. And I
appreciate what you’re doing.” Whoa! In an instant, that totally changed
everything. Suddenly, I was able to do a menial job—and later on, more important
ones—as a labor of love and worship for Jesus. I know He sees and appreciates
what I do. It forever changed my view of work.
God also wants us to see that work is His gift to us. It is not a result of the Fall.
God gave Adam and Eve the job of cultivating the garden and exercising dominion
over the world before sin entered the world. We were created to work, and for
work. Work is God’s good gift to us!
Listen to what Solomon wrote:
After looking at the way things are on this earth, here’s what I’ve decided is

the best way to live: Take care of yourself, have a good time, and make the
most of whatever job you have for as long as God gives you life. And that’s
about it. That’s the human lot. Yes, we should make the most of what God
gives, both the bounty and the capacity to enjoy it, accepting what’s given and
delighting in the work. It’s God’s gift!{6}
Being happy in our work doesn’t depend on the work, it depends on our attitude.
To make the most of our job and be happy in our work is a gift God wants to give
us!

Why Work is Good
In this article we’re talking about how to think about work correctly. One question
needs to be asked, though: Is all work equally valid? Well, no. All legitimate work
is an extension of God’s work of maintaining and providing for His creation.
Legitimate work is work that contributes to what God wants done in the world
and doesn’t contribute to what He doesn’t want done. So non-legitimate work
would include jobs that are illegal, such as prostitution, drug dealing, and
professional thieves. Then there are jobs that are legal, but still questionable in
terms of ethics and morality, such as working in abortion clinics, pornography,
and the gambling industry. These jobs are legal, but you have to ask, how are they
cooperating with God to benefit His creation?
Work is God’s gift to us. It is His provision in a number of ways. In Your Work
Matters to God, the authors suggest five major reasons why work is valuable:
1. Through work we serve people. Most work is part of a huge network of
interconnected jobs, industries, goods and services that work together to meet
people’s physical needs. Other jobs meet people’s aesthetic and spiritual needs as
well.
2. Through work we meet our own needs. Work allows us to exercise the gifts and
abilities God gives each person, whether paid or unpaid. God expects adults to

provide for themselves and not mooch off others. Scripture says, “If one will not
work, neither let him eat!”{7}
3. Through work we meet our family’s needs. God expects the heads of
households to provide for their families. He says, “If anyone does not provide for
his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and
is worse than an unbeliever.”{8}
4. Through work we earn money to give to others. In both the Old and New
Testaments, God tells us to be generous in meeting the needs of the poor and
those who minister to us spiritually. {9}
5. Through work we love God. One of God’s love languages is obedience. When we
work, we are obeying His two great commandments to love Him and love our
neighbor as we love ourselves.{10} We love God by obeying Him from the heart.
We love our neighbor as we serve other people through our work.
We bring glory to God by working industriously, demonstrating what He is like,
and serving others by cooperating with God to meet their needs. In serving
others, we serve God. And that’s why our work matters to God.
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Starting Over: Facing the Future
after Significant Loss
Rusty Wright
February 13th fell on a Tuesday that year, but it seemed like my unlucky day.
My wife of twenty years was divorcing me; it would be final in two days. February
1, my employer had shown me the door—on the twenty-fifth anniversary of my
employment. Now, on February 13, I was in my physician’s office getting test
results. Unaware of my difficulties, he asked, “Have you been under stress
recently?” Perhaps he was assessing my emotional state to help him gently ease
into the difficult subject he was about to address.
He said I might have cancer.
That evening, a longtime friend called to encourage me. As we spoke, I felt the
weight of my world crashing in. Would the haunting pain of spousal rejection ever
end? Where would I work? What of my life’s mission? Would life itself last much

longer? I wept into the phone as I struggled to make sense of the swirling vortex
of uncertainty.
Relationships, work and health absorb our time, energy, memories and hopes.
Ever had a fulfilling relationship turn to ashes? Maybe you’ve excelled at work;
then a new or insensitive boss decides your services are no longer wanted or
affordable. Or perhaps your health falters. Your parent or best friend dies
suddenly of a heart attack or perishes in an auto wreck.
What do you feel? Shock? Grief? Anger? Desires for revenge or justice?
Discouragement and depression? How do you cope with the loss, and how can you
start over again?
Over dinner, a new friend told me he had lost both his parents in recent years.
“How did you cope?” I inquired. He related painful details of their alcohol-related
deaths. I listened intently and tried to express sympathy. “But how did you deal
with their deaths?” I asked, curious to know how he had handled his feelings. “I
guess I haven’t,” he replied. Painful emotions from deep loss can be difficult to
process. Some seek solace by suppressing them.
My wife lost her father, then her mother, during a five-year span in her late
twenties and early thirties. Focusing on her mother’s needs after her father’s
passing occupied much of her thought. After her mother’s death, she felt quite
somber. “People who always were there, whom you could always call on for
advice, were no longer around,” she recalls. “That was very sobering.” Over time,
the pain of grief diminished.
How can you adjust to significant loss and start over again? I certainly don’t have
all the answers. But may I suggest ideas that have worked for me and for others
along life’s sometimes challenging journey?
Grieve the loss. Don’t ignore your pain. Take time to reflect on your loss, to cry,
to ask questions of yourself, others or God. I remember deep, heaving sobs after

my wife left me. I would not wish that pain on anyone, but I recommend
experiencing grief rather than ignoring and stuffing it. This tends to diminish
ulcers and delayed rage.
A little help from your friends. During divorce proceedings and my rocky
employment ending, good friends hung close. We ate meals together, watched
football games, attended a concert and more. A trusted counselor helped me
cope. A divorce recovery group at a nearby church showed me I was not the only
one experiencing weird feelings. Don’t try to handle enormous loss alone.
Watch your vulnerabilities. In our coed divorce recovery group, I appreciated
learning how women as well as men processed their pain. It also was tempting to
enter new relationships at a very risky time. Some members, not yet divorced,
were dating. Some dated each other. Attractive, needy divorcés/divorcées can
appear inviting. After each group session, I made a beeline to my car. “Guard
your heart,” advises an ancient proverb, “for it affects everything you do.”{1}
Look for a bright spot. Not every cloud has a silver lining, but maybe yours
does. After my divorce and termination, I returned to graduate school and saw my
career enhanced. My cancer scare turned out to be kidney stones, no fun but not
as serious. I met and—four years after the divorce—married a wonderful woman,
Meg Korpi. We are very happy.
CNN star Larry King once was fired from the Miami Herald. “It was very difficult
for me when they dropped me,” he recalls. King says one can view firing as “a
terrible tragedy” or a chance to seek new opportunities.{2}
Cherish your memories. Displaying treasured photos of a deceased loved one
can help you adjust gradually to their loss. Recall fun times you had together,
fulfilling experiences with coworkers or noteworthy projects accomplished. Be
grateful. But don’t become enmeshed in past memories, because the time will
come to. . .

Turn the page. After appropriate grieving, there comes a time to move on. One
widow lived alone for years in their large, empty house with the curtains drawn.
Her children finally convinced her to move but in many ways she seemed
emotionally stuck for the next three decades until her death.
Significant steps for me were taking down and storing photos of my ex-wife.
Embracing my subsequent job with enthusiasm made it fulfilling and productive.
Consider how you’ll emotionally process and respond to the common question,
“Where do you work?” Perhaps you’ll want to take a course, exercise and diet for
health, or develop a hobby. Meet new people at volunteer projects, civic clubs,
church, or vacations. Consider what you can learn from your loss. Often, suffering
develops character, patience, confidence and opportunities to help others.
Sink your spiritual roots deep. I’m glad my coping resources included personal
faith. Once quite skeptical, I discovered spiritual life during college. Students
whose love and joy I admired explained that God loved me enough to send His
Son, Jesus, to die to pay the penalty due for all my wrongdoing. Then He rose
from the dead to give new life. I invited Him to enter my life, forgive me, and
become my friend. I found inner peace, assurance of forgiveness, and strength to
adapt to difficulties. Amidst life’s curve balls, I’ve had a close Friend who
promised never to leave.
One early believer said those who place their faith in Christ “become new
persons. They are not the same anymore, for the old life is gone. A new life has
begun!”{3} Jesus can help you start all over with life itself. He can help you
forgive those who have wronged you.
As you grieve your loss, seek support in good friends, watch your vulnerabilities,
and seek to turn the page. . . may I encourage you to meet the One who can help
you make all things new? He’ll never let you down.
This article first appeared in Answer magazine 14:1 January/February 2007.
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“Did God Direct the Man to Work
for the Family and the Woman to
Just Stay Home with the Kids?”
Sue Bohlin
Did God really direct the man to work for the family and the woman just
to stay home and take care of the kids? Please give supporting verses to
your response.
The “big picture” principles are these:
1. God gave Adam the job of cultivating the garden. Work is an intrinsic part of
man’s design.
Then the LORD God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to
cultivate it and keep it. (Gen. 2:15)
2. Eve was created to be a helpmate to Adam; nurturing relationships is an

intrinsic part of woman’s design.
Then the LORD God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make
him a helper suitable for him.” (Gen 2:18)
3. Men are commanded to take care of their families:
But if anyone does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his
household, he has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever. (1 Tim 5:8)
4. Wives are commanded to take care of their families by caring for them:
Older women likewise are to be reverent in their behavior, not malicious
gossips nor enslaved to much wine, teaching what is good, so that they may
encourage the young women to love their husbands, to love their children,
to be sensible, pure, workers at home, kind, being subject to their own
husbands, so that the word of God will not be dishonored. (Titus 2:3-5)
5. The excellent wife in Proverbs 31 (vv. 10-31) did engage in home-based
businesses, but her primary focus was on her home and her family. Note that she
did not “just stay home and take care of the kids”—she had a broader range of
interests and activities than that—but she kept her priorities straight.
Hope this helps.
Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries
© 2006 Probe Ministries

Grappling with Guilt
Rusty Wright

What Makes You Feel Guilty?
What makes you feel guilty?
Has a relationship gone sour and you find yourself agonizing about what might
have been if you’d acted or spoken differently? Maybe your slave-driver boss
hassles you for being behind. Are your kids wondering why they ended up with
you as a parent?
These days, food guilt is common. With super-slim models gracing supermarket
tabloids and magazine covers (admit it, now; you’ve peeked), even a fit, petitesized former cheerleader can get depressed standing in the checkout line. “NoGuilt Nachos,” offers a Ladies’ Home Journal recipe.
America Online has a special guilt section dealing with “Relationship Guilt,”
“Parental Guilt,” “Food Guilt,” “Workforce Guilt,” “Pricey Guilt,” “I’m-a-RottenPerson Guilt,” “Stay-in-Touch Guilt,” and “Trying-to-Please-Everyone Guilt.”
Whew!
Ever been late paying a family bill due to negligence or overspending? Been
unfaithful to your spouse? Lied to the IRS or a friend? Been angry without reason?
When we fall short of our own – or others’ – standards, guilt feelings can result.
Unresolved guilt can bring anxiety, depression, ulcers, low self-esteem and more.
I am a recovering perfectionist. As a teenager, I could be pretty hard on myself. I

once fouled out of a high school basketball game in the final seconds with our
team ahead. The opposing player made his free throws, putting his team ahead. I
felt bleak. Our team’s desperation inbounds pass went to midcourt, where a
teammate caught the ball and threw up a prayer. The ball swished through the
net as time expired. We had won. I was the second happiest player there. I
probably would have excoriated myself had he missed.
A single man I know became involved with another man’s wife. Her rocky
marriage had sent her lonely heart wandering and his youthful enthusiasm and
libido met many of her wants. They dreamed, schemed, sneaked, and
rendezvoused. When discovered, he lied and sought to perpetuate the affair.
Eventually, friends convinced him to break things off. He felt guilty for having the
fling, guilty for lying about it, and guilty for dumping her.
Feeling guilty can cripple you emotionally. Serious ethical or moral lapses can
bring blame and shame. A seemingly minor flaw can sometimes bug the daylights
out of you. This article looks at healthy, biblical ways to deal with guilt, and how
to know that you are really forgiven.

Some Causes of Guilt Feelings
Why does guilt affect us so, and how can we alleviate it? Some psychologists
emphasize that problems in our past can plague us in the present. Inability to
reconcile or move past unhealthy relationships with parents, siblings, teachers or
classmates may color our emotions. Other authorities feel that people may be
following overly rigid standards.
Suggested solutions have included discovering and resolving past hang-ups,
relaxing moral codes or easing personal expectations. Certainly many people still
suffer from past problems or set unrealistic standards. Forty-eight hours of tasks
won’t fit into one day, so don’t necessarily castigate yourself when only half your
ambitious to-do list gets accomplished. If you find yourself sneaking a diet-busting

snack, maybe rewarding yourself occasionally is better than whipping yourself.
But it seems wise to also consider that, at least in some instances, we may feel
guilty because we are guilty.
If this is true, then therapy for a guilty person could begin with getting them to
admit their shortcoming. That’s not always easy.
Admitting you’re wrong can be hard. Perhaps you’ve heard of the writer who
asked his domineering editor if he’d ever been wrong. “Yes,” replied the editor. “I
was wrong once. It was when I thought I was wrong but I wasn’t.”
University of Illinois psychologist O. H. Mowrer pointed out a common dilemma in
trying to face your own shortcomings:
Here, too, we encounter difficulty, because human beings do not change
radically until first they acknowledge their sins, but it is hard for one to make
such an acknowledgement unless he has “already changed.” In other words, the
full realization of deep worthlessness is a severe ego “insult,” and one must
have a new source of strength to endure it.{1}
I understand this inner weakness problem. As a teenager, I found success through
athletics, academics, and student government. I was attending one of my nation’s
leading secondary schools. President John F. Kennedy and actor Michael Douglas
were alumni. But my achievements didn’t bring the personal satisfaction I
wanted. Guilt, anxiety, and a poor self-image often plagued me on the inside.
My first year in university, I met some students who said that the spiritual side of
life offered a solution to the guilt problem. A relationship with God, they said,
could give me the “new source of strength” necessary to face my own flaws and
seek help. Because of them, I discovered practical reasons why faith could help
me overcome my guilt.

A Solution to Guilt
The hit movie Bruce Almighty depicts God’s attempts to contact the main
character (played by Jim Carrey) by leaving a number on his pager. Turns out the
phone number is valid in many area codes. After the film’s release, people and
businesses began getting calls from folks asking for God.
A Florida woman threatened to sue the film studio after twenty calls per hour
clogged her cell phone. A Denver radio station built a contest around the fluke.
Some callers to the station seemed to think they’d really discovered a direct line
to God. One even left a message confessing her adultery.{2}
Owning up to guilt can help clear your conscience.
Those college students I mentioned earlier had a joy and enthusiasm that
attracted me. They claimed to have a personal relationship with Jesus of
Nazareth. I couldn’t believe it all. I kept returning to their meetings because I was
curious and because it was a good place to get a date. Especially because it was a
good place to get a date!
They explained that God loved me, but that my own self-centeredness or sin had
separated me from Him. They said His Son, Jesus, died to pay the penalty for my
sins, and rose from the dead so I could receive forgiveness as a free gift.
Eventually, it made sense.{3} Through a simple heart attitude, I invited Jesus to
enter my life, forgive me, and become my friend. There was no thunder and
lightning, no angels appeared, and I did not become perfect overnight. But I
found a new inner peace, freedom from guilt, assurance that I would be with God
forever, and the best friend I could ever have.
Of course, my experience is not unique. Harvard psychologist William James, in
his classic book The Varieties of Religious Experience cites Henry Alline who
placed his faith in Christ: “the burden of guilt and condemnation was gone . . . my
whole soul, that was a few minutes ago groaning under mountains of death . . .

was now filled with immortal love . . . freed from the chains of death and
darkness….”{4}
One early believer wrote: “God made you alive with Christ. He forgave all our
sins. He canceled the record that contained the charges against us. He took it and
destroyed it by nailing it to Christ’s cross.”{5} I found that my own guilt was
gone, but I also had to draw on His power daily.
A friend of Jesus wrote, “If we confess our sins to him, he [God] is faithful and just
to forgive us and to cleanse us from every wrong.”{6} Some call this statement
the believer’s “bar of soap.” We confess, being honest with God. He forgives and
cleanses us.
But what if you don’t feel forgiven? Is there such a thing as false guilt?

True or False?
A reader who signed his e-mail “Guilt plagued” told me of his struggles:
A few years ago, out of desperation, I made a series of terrible mistakes. I am
committed to the Lord and confessed my sins. I’m terribly ashamed and
embarrassed about what I have done, and I feel ten times worse because I can’t
make restitution. . . . I’m having a difficult time processing the idea that He has
forgiven me. . . . Please help me . . . what should I do? The guilt is eating me
alive.
Sometimes we feel guilty because we are guilty. Other times we feel guilty
without cause. Is your guilt true or false, and what can you do about the
feelings?{7}
When my wife, Meg, was in graduate school at Stanford, she regularly parked on
the street near her campus office. One afternoon she discovered a parking ticket
on her windshield. During that day – while she was parked there – campus

management had painted the curb red, signifying “No Parking.” (The curb had
never had paint during her tenure.) Was she guilty?
Her dilemma was both laughable and burdensome. Meg would have to either pay
a fine or go to court. She appeared in court and told the judge what had
happened. He dropped the charges. (I should hope he would!)
The law and the judge’s application of it determined guilt or innocence. Similarly,
if we violate God’s proscriptions, we stand guilty. If we do not violate biblical
principles, then we may or may not be guilty.
If you know your guilt is real, your solution begins with placing your trust in
Christ to forgive you. Once you have, and you become aware of sins in your daily
life, simply admit them to God.
Keep short accounts with God. As the proverbial country preacher said, “I ‘fesses
’em as I does ’em.” Feelings may lag behind, but if you’ve admitted your sin to
God, He has forgiven you.
What if you’re unsure if your guilt is true or false, or if you confess your sins but
still don’t feel forgiven?
Consider the Holy Spirit’s guidance. Jesus sent His Holy Spirit to guide us into
truth,{8} especially concerning sin.{9} If the Bible doesn’t prohibit certain
behaviors, you – if you’re a follower of Jesus – can ask the Holy Spirit for wisdom
about them. Jesus’ brother James wrote, “If you need wisdom—if you want to
know what God wants you to do—ask him, and he will gladly tell you.”{10}
Discerning God’s guidance is not a perfect science, but His inner conviction can
help you sort things out.

Making Things Right
What do you do if you’re not sure if your guilt feelings are legitimate, or if you

don’t feel forgiven?
Realize that God’s promises trump your own self-criticism. Members of God’s
family can trust His opinion even when they don’t feel like it’s true. We can “set
our hearts at rest in his presence whenever our hearts condemn us. For God is
greater than our hearts, and he knows everything.”{11} Does your heart
condemn you unjustly? You can say, “Listen, heart. I’m a child of God. I’ve
confessed my sin and He says I’m forgiven. I refuse to believe your
condemnation.”
I recommend that you converse with yourself in private rather than in public! For
a variety of psychological and spiritual reasons, your guilt feelings may not
disappear immediately. Changing established emotional patterns can take time.
Choosing to believe God is good starting point.
Realize also that God’s promises trump the real enemy. This may be hard to
swallow, but it’s important. Jesus taught the existence of “Satan,” a “liar and the
father of lies,”{12} the “accuser” of believers.{13}
I once considered myself too intellectual to believe in Satan. Our university
mascot was the “Blue Devil.” To me, the devil was some guy in a blue costume
with a pitchfork who ran around at basketball games. Then I heard that Satan the
deceiver has some people so deceived that they don’t believe he exists. Jesus’ life
and teachings eventually convinced me that Satan was real. If you experience
false guilt feelings, realize that they may have a lower source. You needn’t deny
the feelings, but you can deny false guilt based on Jesus’ friendship with you.{14}
You may need to make restitution. My second year in college, I swiped a plastic
bucket from behind the lectern in the psychology lecture hall. It had been there
every day during the semester. “No one wants it,” I convinced myself. “It deserves
to be taken.” I used it to wash my car.
Two years later, I read a booklet about God’s forgiveness. That bucket kept

coming to mind. I not only needed to admit my theft to God. I needed to make
restitution.
My booty long since lost, I purchased a new bucket and carried it sheepishly
across campus one afternoon. Finding no one in the psychology building to
confess to, I left the bucket in a broom closet with a note of explanation. Maybe a
janitor read it. My conscience was clear.
After hearing of this stolen bucket episode in a lecture, one friend wrote his
former employer to confess all the items he had stolen and to offer restitution.
“We all probably have some plastic buckets in our lives,” observed another
associate.
Feeling guilty? You may just need to relax unrealistic standards in a stress-filled
world. But you also may need to face genuine personal shortcomings. If you do,
you can know that the complete forgiveness that Jesus offers is free and that His
truth trumps all challengers.
This article is adapted with permission from Rusty Wright, “Grappling with Guilt,”
In Touch, February 2005, pp. 18-20; Copyright © Rusty Wright 2005.
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“Should a Woman Work or Stay
Home with Children?”
Sue Bohlin
Dear Sue,
I was wondering if you could help me to understand more about your
studies from the Bible on the lies of the church. From my understanding
from Titus women are called to be at home and bring up the children. Of
course some single mothers have to work. But, when the husband is the
bread winner, the women is called to bring up the children, and maintain

the home. Of, course our society tells us for a women to be productive she
must work to be fullfilled. Can you explain a little bit more about what the
implications are from the Bible. Thank you. Because I don’t know what to
think? My mother has taught me to work, and the church teaches to stay
home.
I’m so glad you wrote me!! I can understand why you might be confused since
there are MAJORLY conflicting views on the role of women in our society and
even in many churches.
You’re right, Titus does instruct women with children to be industrious and to
take care of our children. It’s important for women to keep our “Focus on the
Family,” so to speak, because God has ordained for the family to be the place
where children are loved and taught and raised to become the people He intends
for them to be. I think that whenever possible, in whatever way possible, mothers
should be the caretakers of their children because no one can do as good a job as
a parent.
But feminism has changed the view of the wife and mother. That worldview says
that the only work that matters is work for which you get paid money. It says that
the only way to be fulfilled is to produce something that has economic value,
either products or services. That’s because the feminist viewpoint values material
things above people. And the feminist viewpoint really disrespects children and
the women who care for their own children. For a philosophy that is supposed to
empower women, it’s actually very disrespectful toward women unless they agree
with feminism’s very narrow perspective on what is acceptable.
A big reason for that is that feminism is, at its heart, humanistic. That means that
they value mankind as the highest thing there is. No room for the God of the Bible
or for God’s values and commandments, nor for His heart toward women and the
family. So feminism doesn’t care that God longs for children to feel safe and loved
and cared for, and the best place for that to happen is with a mom who’s intensely

THERE, with and for her children, instead of a daycare center. Feminism also
doesn’t understand that a Christian woman who invests her time and energies
and gifts into her family will receive eternal rewards. The only thing that matters
to a feminist mindset is money and the approval of the world.
Should a woman work? I don’t know any who don’t. Some get paid for their labor
in dollars, and others get paid in other ways. Like the joy of creating a well-run,
balanced home for a family that’s not stressed out all the time because there’s
never enough time to get everything done.
In Proverbs 31, the “excellent wife” has several home-based businesses. She
keeps a well-run home, is a great wife and mother, and she works at a business.
The biblical pattern is that godly women are industrious workers (as opposed to
busybodies who gossip and chatter all day). There are business women mentioned
in the New Testament whom Paul praises as godly women. And then, young
women are instructed to be homemakers, taking care of their children and homes.
(There weren’t many choices for employment for women in that culture.) There is
no one-size-fits-all pattern for all women.
God’s plan is that we all work. It’s a sin to be a lazy do-nothing. The question isn’t
about working or not working, it’s WHERE you work and how you get paid. The
other question is, will your children suffer because you work? Or does the fact
that you work mean your children will have food to eat and clothes to wear? It’s
not a cut-and-dried answer. What you need to do is what God leads YOU to do
after praying and seeking His face.
I heard a pastor say on the radio recently that a young mother came to him and
said, “I would love to stay home and care for my toddler, but I have to work. We
don’t have enough money for me to stay home.” He had occasion to visit her and
was stunned; they lived in a large, new home, with two late-model luxury vehicles
in the driveway. Their problem wasn’t that they didn’t have enough money for her
to be her child’s caretaker; their problem was that they had chosen a standard of

living that put things above people. If they moved to a smaller house and older,
less expensive cars, they could have done it.
But then, there are people who literally cannot make it on the husband’s salary
because it really isn’t enough. God understands that, too. And in that case, a
wife’s outside job is His gift and His provision for a family. That’s why it’s not a
cut-and-dried issue.
If you have children, you might ask why working outside the home is so
important. Because you can? Because you’re smart? Because you’re trained?
Because Mom thinks you should? It’s pretty cool when gifted, smart, capable
women pour all those strengths into their children instead of the workplace. The
whole family benefits. Especially in the long run. Because, now that my children
are young adults, I see the benefits of pouring myself into them, and I am so very
glad I did.
I hope this helps. Feel free to write back if I didn’t really answer your specific
needs or questions.
Sue

“It’s So Hard to Be a Christian on
My Job!”
Sue Bohlin
I am a commercial airline pilot and a born-again Christian. I am
frequently confronted with a very in-your-face, sexually explicit, lewd, and

immoral environment from the crew members I fly with. I let people know
that I am a Christian, that I attend church and that I attend a men’s
group. However, it seems the barrage of sex jokes and immorality just
keeps coming even though they know I am not into those things. I know
that I am not the morality police and I try very hard not to be critical and
judgmental. I try to find other “common ground” and try to serve my crew
members and get to know them. But sometimes, I feel like maybe I need
to let them know more emphatically that I don’t want to participate or be
a part of those types of conversations and jokes. I don’t want to come
across as judgmental and holier than thou but I also would like to
establish healthy boundaries and establish a clear identity so people know
who I am and what I am and am not about. Sometimes, I feel so frustrated
about how to handle a situation that I just say nothing but then I feel like
it’s not healthy to just sit there and listen to garbage all the time. I was
wondering if you have any suggestions that might help me approach
future situations with maturity and clarity. I truly desire to serve God on
my job. I have a heart for people and would like to find the balance
between being judgmental and just sitting back and saying nothing.
I asked my friend Mike Cleveland, the writer and webservant of Setting Captives
Free (www.settingcaptivesfree.com), who is also a commercial pilot, how to
answer your question.
Dear Sue, I’m glad to see him desiring to be in the world but not of it. Of course
I’m in these same situations as he is. I do not normally let them know, with my
words, that I am a born-again, blood-bought child of God, but I do try to show it
in my actions hoping that doors will open that I can speak of Him with my
words. Normally when the crew goes down to eat in the hotel together is where
most of this coarse joking takes place. People get together, have a few drinks
and the foul speaking begins. I don’t partake of it at all, I get silent and don’t
laugh at the filthy jokes whatsoever but simply turn away and look out the
window or read the menu, or find some other way to disengage from the

conversation. I have discovered that the strong man can be around that stuff
and neither have to laugh at it nor declare how juvenile it is and how spiritual
we are, but rather we can be silent and strong. For the past couple of years I
haven’t had this type of joking go on around me; though I don’t get “in your
face” about my beliefs, there is the “aroma of heaven” that accompanies a child
of God who knows who he is in Jesus. If someone does slip with a bad word they
normally look at me and say, “oh sorry Mike” yet they may not have even heard
me say I’m a Christian. It’s called silent intimidation, letting them “hear” our
character by having them watch our deeds and the way we live. We are the
light of the world, and a light cannot be hidden. A light “speaks” simply by its
presence. Help him to learn to enjoy the presence of the Lord and wherever he
goes he will BE a light. The enjoyment of God is what we have that the world
doesn’t, and that joy in the Lord can’t be hidden. “They took notice of them,
that they had been with Jesus” (Acts 4:13). Of course every now and then God
opens a door where we can be bold with our words and proclaim the gospel
freely. I love those times. But they are few and far between because the road to
life is narrow and few find it. Mike
Hope this helps!
Sue Bohlin
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